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Who Am I?

- 3rd year Computer Science Coop
- WiCS Committee
- Women Leadership Network
- VR Club
- Travel
1st year vs 4th year
CS485: Machine Learning

- How computers “learn”
- Drawing conclusion from large data sets → automated
- Theory
- Design of algorithms
- Solid Foundation
CS486: Intro to Artificial Intelligence

- Fundamental problems of artificial intelligence
  - Basic models and algorithms used to solve these problems
- Less theory than CS485
CS489: Topics in Computer Science

Temporary courses/ experimental
- Past/ Present Topics:
  - Intro to Machine Learning
  - Neural Networks
  - Computational Audio
CS493: Team Project

- open-ended large-scale computer science projects
- Teams 3-5
- Faculty guidance
- Part 1 of 2
Trying to pick courses during course selection

Try something different!
Other Courses:

History and Film: HIST 200
Harry Potter, Lord of the Rings: ENGL 108P, ENGL 108T
Classical Mythology: CLAS 104
Ancient Greek Society: CLAS 201
Japanese: JAPAN 101R
Women in Literature: ENGL 108E
Religions of the East: 100A
Thank you!

Questions?